We discuss the characteristics of photonic probes that give them the potential to measure pulsed electromagnetic fields more accurately than has been possible in the past. An overview of system design is presented with particular emphasis placed on the transfer functions of appropriate antennas and electro-optic modulators. Noise sources which limit the sensitivity to low signals are discussed and used to determine the noise equivalent field (NEF). 
I. INTRODUCTION
Properly designed photonic probes provide the wide bandwidth and low dispersion necessary to maintain the fidelity of EMP signals so that both amplitude and phase information can be retrieved. They are free from electromagnetic interference and there is minimal perturbation of the field being measured. In some high field applications the probe head can be fabricated completely out of dielectric materials. Photonic probes are very durable and can survive undamaged in high amplitude or pulsed fields that considerably exceed their nominal design parameters.
A number of photonic sensors for EM-field measurements have been reported in the literature [1] - [8] . Our interest has been in passive probes. These are systems in which the probe head contains no active electronics or power supplies. A measurement system typical of the ones we have developed is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Light from a laser is launched into an optical fiber link and serves as a signal carrier. At the probe head, the EM-field induces a voltage across the modulator crystal and changes its Manuscript received October 18, 1990; revised June 7, 1991. This work was supported in part by the U S . Army Materiel Development Command, the U S . Army Laboratory Command, the Naval Air Systems Command, and the Department of Energy.
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IEEE Log Number 9105481. index of refraction. The resulting change in the propagation constant and phase of the optical carrier is utilized by the modulator to change the carrier intensity. At the receiver end of the fiber link, the modulated light is detected by a photodiode and converted to an electrical signal suitable for analysis with a spectrum analyzer, oscilloscope, or other signal processor. The electro-optic interaction is weak, and, except for very high fields, the gain of a small antenna is usually required to obtain an adequate signal.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS photodetector can be expressed as
In the linear range, the signal current, is, out of the where r is the primary responsivity of the photodiode with avalanche gain of M ( M = 1 for a PIN diode), PO is the maximum modulation in the optical power available at the detector (that is, P, , , -Pmin), sm is defined later to be the small signal modulator transfer function, Sa is the antenna transfer function, ST is a complete system response function, and E,f is the incident electric field. Knowledge of each factor in (1) allows one to optimize a system design and compute its expected performance. Although these factors can be calculated from a theoretical analysis, for standards work the entire system response must also be determined experimentally by measurement of accurately known electric fields [9] , [lo] .
The post-detector electronics usually include an amplifier with a gain, g, and input impedance, R, (nominally 50 
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A. Antenna Transfer Functions
For the measurement of pulsed electric fields, an antenna with a flat, broad-band response is most desirable. Its response is conveniently given by an antenna transfer function, Sa, which is defined from Thevenin's equivalent circuit in the frequency domain by The current distribution has the form of a traveling wave which does not exhibit resonant behavior. This results in an effective length which also lacks a resonance as shown in Fig. 2 . For an 8-pF capacitive load of the electro-optic modulator used in one of our probes, the calculated value of Sa is about 0.005 m and is independent of frequency below about 1 GHz. Above 2 GHz the theoretical response falls off rapidly due to the reduced effective length of the dipole.
In some cases, the electric fields to be measured are large enough to directly produce adequate optical phase shifts in appropriate crystals, without the gain from an antenna, thus completely eliminating any metallic components in the probe head and simplifying the modulator design. In addition, the frequency response which is usually limited by the electrical characteristics of the antenna and the modulator's electrodes, is broadened. In general, the useful frequency response of a bare crystal modulator is limited to frequencies below which the dimensions of the crystal are less than the wavelength of the EM-field in the crystal. An exception which gives a frequency response beyond this limit is for a crystal that is cut to a geometry that suppresses standing waves and which is oriented in a freely propagating plane wave so that electric field's phase velocity along the direction of the optical propagation just matches the velocity of the light in the crystal.
B. Modulator Transfer Functions
The details of the electro-optic effect in crystalline materials and its application in the construction of various modulators are described by Yariv and Yeh [16] . The discussion here will focus on the modulators' operating characteristics that are germane to their use in electric-field probes. Modulators which are driven electrically, whether by signal generators or by antenna feeds, are characterized as a function of the voltage applied to their electrodes. The optical power, P, transmitted by a modulator and available at the detector can be written, in general, as
where S, is the general modulator transfer function for a given applied voltage, V . A convenient parameter for characterizing a modulator's performance is the voltage, V,, that is needed to drive a modulator between Pmax and Pmin levels. We will use a normalized voltage, V, = V/V,, in the arguments of the transfer functions. In general S, is nonlinear. However, in most cases of interest, the fieldinduced RF voltages on the modulator's electrodes are small compared to V,, and a small signal, linear transfer function,
is appropriate. We define this to be the derivative of S, with respect to voltage evaluated at the operating point (usually V = 0). The most desirable operating point is where the modulator's sensitivity and linear range are each a maximum. This usually occurs where S, is approximately one-half. For use in high level fields where antennas and electrodes are unnecessary, it is appropriate to replace the modulator's voltage parameters, V , V,, and V,, with comparable electric field parameters, E , E,, and E,. The physical characteristics of four modulators used in EM-field probes are show in Fig. 3 . Their transfer functions are given in Table 1 and are shown in Fig. 4 .
I ) Pockels Cell: Pockels cell modulators [16] are often used in EM-field probes. The small signal transfer function takes the form given in Table 1 when the constant phase shift, do, is set equal to -n/2 by introducing a quarter-wave retardation plate into the cell. This biases the modulator at its point of maximum sensitivity and linearity. The characteristic voltage of a bulk-crystal modulator is limited by the magnitude of the electro-optic coefficients for available materials, the minimum dimensions of crystals that can be handled as discrete optical elements, and the maximum crystal lengths acceptable for the highest desired operating frequency. For operation to 5 GHz, the lowest obtainable values for V, are on the order of 100 V. However, for a modulator using z-propagation in LiNb03, such as we have used for improved temperature stability, V, is on the order of 250 V. It is relatively easy to increase V, and reduce the modulator's sensitivity for the measurement of high fields. In one application of this technology for measuring fields from electromagnetic pulses, we are using a crystal of Bi4Ge3012 (BGO) which has cubic symmetry and reduced temperature sensitivity in a Pockel's cell modulator that has a V, of approximately 2100 V.
2) Much-Zehnder (MZ) Interferometer: Modulators based on MZ interferometers and fabricated using optical guided wave (OGW) technologies have found widespread use in the fiber optics communications industry. Their use as EM-field probes has also been investigated [l] , [2] .
A typical way to fabricate OGW modulators is to use photolithography to define the waveguide channels and then diffuse titanium into the surface of a LiNb03 crystal along these channels. The transfer function for a MZ interferometer is identical to that of the Pockels cell. The static phase shift, &, is due to differences in the optical path lengths in the interferometer arms. Significantly, V, for this device is typically two orders of magnitude smaller than for a Pockels cell modulator of the same material and frequency response. The higher sensitivity is typical of most OGW modulators and arises from the higher fields created in the crystal with the closely spaced electrodes that are achievable using photolithography. The principal problems to date with the MZ interferometer have been the difficulty in obtaining the correct value for &, during fabrication, its temperature dependence, and a need to match it to specific laser wavelengths. couplers are also OGW devices that have been investigated for use as EM-field sensors [2] . In the interaction region, the two waveguides lie close enough together that the evanescent field of the lightwave in one guide couples into the other guide. In such a coupled mode system, the energy in one lightguide can be switched to the other guide by changing the relative propagation constants in the channels with the electro-optic effect. If the fabrication parameters are correctly chosen, the transfer function given in the literature [17] for the four-port coupler can be written in the form given in Table 1 and it can be switched from P, , , at V, = 0 to Pmin at V, = 1. For this modulator, the small signal transfer function is evaluated in the region, S, M IV, l M 1/2, where the sensitivity and linearity are greatest. Although the 4-port coupler offers good sensitivity and complementary output channels, there has been little success in fabricating a device that is passively biased at the desired operating point. The need for an active bias voltage has been a significant deterrent in adapting the modulator for EM-field measurements. couplers [18] appear to have several advantages over the four-port devices. Similar to the four-port couplers, if the fabrication parameters are correctly chosen, the modulators can be switched from P, , , at V, = +1/2 to Pmin at V, = -1/2. They can be passively biased for the best operating point, have a high tolerance to small variation in wavelengths from different lasers, and have a slightly greater linear range than the other modulators. In addition, because of the close physical proximity of the electrodes, one would expect greater thermal stability than with a MZ interferometer. However, some recent experience indicates that the yield of usable devices from the fabrication process is poor. The receiver, normally a photodetector followed by an amplifier, converts the optical signal from the modulator to an electrical signal for further processing and display. For our applications, it is also necessary to include a means to monitor the average optical power onto the detector in order to properly normalize the recorded signal amplitude to PO. The frequency responses of optical detectors and receivers are adequate for most present measurement applications. Systems operating up to 20 GHz are now commercially available and operation to 100 GHz has been reported [19] .
D. Noise
Equally important to the performance of a photonic sensor system is the noise above which the signal must be detected. A decrease in the noise enhances measurement reproducibility and extends measurement capabilities to lower fields. In a well designed system, most of the noise comes from the receiver components. The mean-squared noise current out of a photodetector can be written as 5) where B, is the detection bandwidth, IC is the Boltzmann constant, Rt is the resistance that terminates the photodiode, T is the absolute temperature of Rt, e is the charge of an electron, P d is the average optical power at the photodetector, Id is the photodiode dark current, F ( M ) is the excess noise factor for an avalanche photodiode (for a PIN diode, F ( M ) = M = l), Nrin is a coefficient for the relative intensity noise of the source, and Nm is a modal noise coefficient.
The first term inside the brackets of (5) gives the contribution due to the thermal or Johnson noise from the load [20] . For broadband applications the detector is usually a photodiode operating into a low impedance (50 Q) current amplifier. Large values of Rt can reduce the thermal noise contribution, but at the expense of reduced bandwidth.
Transimpedance amplifiers with effective Rt7s on the order of 2 kR and bandwidths above 1 GHz are now available and are attractive for many sensor applications. The second term represents the shot noise arising from the sum of the photon generated current and the dark current in the photodetector [20] . With presently available sources, which can couple several milliwatts of optical power into a fiber, T P d >>
I d . With high optical powers the relative intensity noise
[20] is often significant, and optical isolators and/or low reflectance optical connectors are necessary to minimize its contribution. The last term inside the brackets gives the contribution due to modal noise [21], [22] . Although modal noise can be substantial in a system using multimode fibers and many optical connectors, this term is usually negligible for systems using single-mode and polarization maintaining fibers. However, even then significant noise due to coupling between the two orthogonal polarization states supported in the fiber can occur when used with a polarized source and a polarization sensitive modulator. For well designed sensor systems which are appropriate for EM-field measurements and that have optical power at the detector in the range of 0.1 to 1 mW, (5) can be approximated to give
The addition of post-detector amplifiers to a measurement system is often necessary to boost signals to levels that are compatible with the analysis equipment. In addition to amplifying the noise already existing at their inputs, such amplifiers contribute noise of their own. As a result, the noise power is increased relative to the signal power by a factor FN [23] . Combining this with (1) and (6), we can express the noise equivalent field, NEF, expected for the probe system as
This is the field level that would give a signal just equal to the noise level for a 1 Hz detection bandwidth.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME PHOTONIC E-FIELD MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Over the last few years NIST has built and tested photonic systems for the measurement of electromagnetic fields [7] , [8] . The salient characteristics of three of these systems are tabulated in Table 2 . The NEF's reported in the table are those measured for the complete systems including post-detection amplifiers.
PEFM-15 [7] has three separate 15-cm dipoles mounted orthogonally to each other to give an isotropic response. The dipoles are fabricated on a planar fused silica substrate by geometrically tapering a thin film of properly resistive material. A single laser and detector are switched between the dipoles for the measurement of CW fields. Significant noise contributions are due to the receiver with its avalanche photodiode and modal noise in the multimode optical links.
PEFM-15C has a single 15-cm dipole antenna of cylindrical geometry which is fabricated by tapering the thickness of the resistive film during deposition. The system has been designed specifically for use at high field levels in an EMP environment. The reported parameters are from preliminary test data.
PEFM-2 has a 2-cm resistively tapered dipole antenna directly deposited onto a modified directional coupler (3-port) modulator. The dipole is of thin film nickel chromium with resistivity of approximately 22 elsquare and is geometrically tapered to obtain the desired resistance profile. Preliminary measurements with the system indicate that the frequency response is flat to about 3 GHz before it begins to roll off. We expect the sensitivity and dynamic range to increase substantially when the present receiver is replaced with one that is less noisy.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Photonic sensors offer the potential to measure high strength, pulsed electromagnetic fields, more accurately than has been possible in the past. This is primarily due to their immunity from EM1 generated by such fields, the high information capacity of optical fibers, and the minimal perturbation of the field by an all-dielectric sensor. We have presented an overview of system design based on transfer functions for the individual components, and we have looked at noise sources which limit the low signal sensitivity. The characteristics of some sensors developed by NIST are given in terms of these parameters. They indicate that further improvements in the performance of our photonic probes are possible. It is also clear that photonic probes can be fabricated to cover a wide range applications in the measurement of EM-fields. 
